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NACA RM L9H04 CONFIDENTIAL 
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMI'ITEE FOR AERONAUTICS 
RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 
INVESTIGATION OF EXTENSIBLE WINQ-lI'IP AILERONS ON AN 
UNTAPERED S:EMISPAN WING AT 00 AND 450 SWEEPBACK 
By John R. Hagerman and William M. O'Hare 
SUMMARY 
A low-speed wind-tunnel investigation was made to determine the 
lateral control characteristics of extensible wing-tip ailerons on an 
untapered semispan wing having two configurations; one configuration 
was unswept and had an aspect ratio of 3.13 and the other configuration 
was ·swept back 450 and had an aspect ratio of 1.59. Three plan forms 
of extensible ailerons were investigated on each wing configuration at 
various amounts of extension and deflection relative to the wing-chord 
plane. Also, wing aerodynamic characteristics were determined for the 
two plain-wing configurations. 
The results indicate that sufficient aileron effectiveness was 
generally obtained at moderate and high lift coefficients with the 
extensible ailerons investigated. However, the control effectiveness 
at low lift coefficients appears to be inadequate for satisfactory 
application to an airplane. It is thought that the extensible ailerons 
may be sufficiently effective for some types of missiles. 
Yawing moments produced by the extensible ailerons investigated 
were comparable to those produced by conventional flap-type ailerons. 
Dfl'RODUCTION 
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is currently 
investigating the lateral-control problem associated with transonic 
and supersonic wing configurations. Because conventional flap-type 
ailerons do not always provide adequate lateral control throughout 
the speed range, particularly above the wing critical speed, other 
lateral-control devices are being investigated. Among the lateral-
control devices being investigated are extensible wing-tip ailerons. 
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These ailerons can be utilized in various wa;rs - such as, by extending 
the aileron at a given deflection from one wing tip, or extension and 
deflection of one aileron on one wing tip. One of the important advan-
tages to be derived from the use of these ailerons is that they would 
allow use of full-span high-lift flaps to alleviate somewhat the problem 
presented by the excessive speeds required for take-off and encountered 
in landing of airplanes having high wing loadings. Another advantage 
gained from the use of extensible wing-tip ailerons is the reduction of 
the problem concerning large operating forces at high speeds associated 
with flap-type ailerons. 
Very little aerodynamic data pertaining to extensible wing-tip 
ailerons are available. However, reference 1 reports a low-speed 
investigation of this type of aileron on a rectangular wing of higher 
aspect ratio than that used in the present investigation and shows that 
rolling moment increases approximately linearly with aileron extension 
and also increases with increase in wing lift coefficient. 
The present low-speed investigation, performed in the 
Langley 300 MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel, was made to determine if adequate 
aileron effectiveness at low lift coefficients could pe obtained for 
extensible wing-tip ailerons without resorting to simultaneous extension 
and deflection of the aileron. Two untapered high-speed wing configu-
rations were used: one wing configuration was unswept and had an aspect 
ratio of 3.13; the other configuration, obtained by sweeping the unswept 
wing about the 50-percent root-chord station, was swept back 450 and had 
an aspect ratio of 1.59. A large-chord parallelogram aileron, a tri-
angular aileron, and a short-chord parallelogram aileron were tested at 
various amounts of extension and deflection with respect to each wing 
configuration through a large angle-of-attack range. 
COEFFICIENTS .AND SYMBOLS 
The forces and moments measured on the two wing configurations are 
presented about the wind axes, which, for the conditions of these teats 
(zero yaw), correspond to the stability axes. The X-axis is in the 
plane of ff.rmmetry of each model configuration and is parallel to the 
tunnel air flow. The Zr-e.xis is in the plane of ff.rmmetry of each model 
configuration and is perpendicular to the X-axis. The Y-axis is mutu-
ally perpendicular to the X-axis and Zr-e.xis. The three axes intersect 
in the plane of symmetry at the quarter chord of the mean aerodynamic 
chord of each configuration (figs. 1 and 2). 
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The symbols used are as follows: 
C den 
np = ~ 
2V 
pb/2V 
D 
L 
N 
c 
lift coefficient (Twice lift O:SBemiBPan mode~ 
maximum lift coefficient 
drag coefficient (D/qS) 
pitchin~oment coefficient 
(
Twice pitching moment of semispan model about Y-axiS) 
qS~ 
rolling-mnment coefficient (L/qSb) 
yawin~ment coefficient (N/q8b) 
damping-in-roll coefficient; that i8, rate of change of 
(ra~i)ng-mnment coefficient with wing-tip helix angle ~ 2V 
wing-tip helix angle, radians (C~/C~p) 
twice drag of semispan model, pounds 
rolling moment about X-axis due to one aileron extended and 
deflected, foot-pounds 
yawing moment about Z-axia due to one aileron extended and 
deflected, foot-pounds 
local wing chord 
wing mean aerodynamic chord, 2.48 feet for unswept wing 
configuration and 3.52 feet for aweptback wing configu-
ration ~ f/2c2' 
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lateral distance from plane of ~try, feet 
twice area of semispan model, 19.16 square feet for unswept 
wing configuration and 19.32 square feet for sweptback 
wing configuration 
alleron area, square feet (see table I) 
twice span of semispan model, 7.75 feet for unswept wing 
configuration and 5.55 feet for sweptback wing 
configuration 
aileron span, feet (see table I) 
free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square foot ( ~y2) 
free-stream velocity, feet per second 
mass density of air, slugs per cubic foot 
angle of attack with respect t o wing-chord plane, degrees 
aileron deflection relative to wing-chord plane (positive 
when trailing edge is down), degrees 
Reynolds number 
Mach number (Via) 
speed of sound 
CORRECTIONS 
The lift, drag, and pitching-moment-coefficient data presented 
herein are for a complete-wing model, and the lateral-control data 
represent the aerodynamic moments on a complete wing as a result of 
extending the aileron on one semispan wing of a complete-wing model. 
Jet-boundary (induced upwash) corrections were applied to the 
angle-of-attack and drag values as outlined in reference 2. Blockage 
corrections were applied to the test data by the methods of reference 3. 
Reflecti on-plane corrections were not applied to rollin~oment 
and yawing-moment coefficients because available correction data did 
not apply to the configurations of this investigation. However, by 
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extrapolation of data given in reference 4, it is estimated that the 
values of rollin~oment coefficient obtained were approximately 
10 percent too high for both wings. Also, it is thought that the 
yawing moments, if corrected, would be more adverse than the data show. 
MODEL AND APPARA.TUS 
The two configurations of the semispan-wing model were mounted 
vertically in the Langley 300 MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel as illustrated 
in figure 3. The root chord of the model (for each configuration) was 
adjacent to the ceiling, the ceiling serving as a r6flection plane. A 
small clearance between the model and ceiling prevented ceiling inter-
ference of measurements of all forces and moments acting on the model. 
A fairing strip was attached to the root of the model to deflect air 
that flows into the tunnel through the clearance hole between the model 
and the tunnel ceiling, thus reducing the effect of the downflow on the 
regular flow over the model. 
5 
Both configurations of the semispan-wing model were untapered, had 
no twist or dihedral, and had NACA 64AOIO airfoil sections normal to the 
leading edge. One configuration was unswept and had an aspect ratio 
of 3.13; the other configuration, obtained by sweeping the unswept wing 
about the 50-percent root-chord station, was swept back 450 and had an 
aspect ratio of 1.59 . Dimensions of the two plan forms are given in 
figures 1 and 2. The model was equipped with full-span flaps which were 
l ocked at zero deflection during the present investigation. The exten-
s ible ailerons (figs. 1 and 2) consisted of a parallelogram and a tri-
angular aileron with similar root chords (0.625c) ~~d a parallelogram 
aileron with a chord of 0.156c and having an area about one-half as 
large as the other bm ailerons. The trailing-€dge sweep angle of each 
a i leron was the same as the sweep angle of the corresponding wing con-
f iguration (figs. 1 and 2). The flat-plate type of ailerons was 
constructed of ~-inch sheet dural and had rounded leading edges and 120 
beveled trailing edges along the entire span of each aileron. Table I 
presents the geometric characteristics of the extensible wing-tip 
ailerons. 
Various extensions of each aileron were attached to the wing tip 
at the desired deflections with respect to the wing-ehord plane with 
the brackets enclosed in a wing-tip fairing. The ailerons were 
deflected about a spanwise axis that passed through the 50-percent tip-
chord station on each wing configuration except for several tests 
performed with the short-chord aileron deflected about a spanwise axis 
that passed through the 0.267 tip-chord station on the unswept wing 
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configuration (figs. 1 and 2 ). The aileron deflections were limited to 
a range that would enable the ailerons to remain within the wing contour 
when retracted at the given deflection. 
TESTS 
Lift tests were made through the angle-<>f-e.ttack range from -60 to 
stall for the unswept and sweptback plain-wing configurations at Mach 
numbers of 0.19, 0.27, and 0.37. On the unswept wing, these Mach 
numbers correspond to Reynolds numbers of 3.2 X 106 , 4.5 X 106 , 
and 6.1 X 106 based on a mean aerodynamic chord of 2 .48 feet; whereas, 
on the 450 sweptback wing, these Mach numbers correspond to Reynolds 
numbers of 4.5 X 106, 6 .3 X 106 , and 8.6 X 106 based on a mean aero-
dynamic chord of 3.52 feet. 
Lateral-control data were obtained on the unswept and sweptback 
wing configurations through the an~e-<>f-e.ttack range from -60 to stall 
at an average dynamic pressure of approximately 51 pounds per square 
foot, which corresponds to a Mach number of 0 .19 . Aileron data were 
obtained for various combinations of aileron deflection and extension 
for each of the three ailerons on each of the two wing configurations. 
DISCUSSION 
Plain-Wing Aerodynamic Characteristics 
The lift, drag, and pitching-moment characteristics of the unswept 
and 450 sweptback pla in-wing configurations are shown in figures 4 and 5, 
respectively. 
Un swept wing.- As Mach number and Reynolds number were increased, 
there was a slight increase in C~ and a negligible change in drag 
and pitching-moment characteristics of the unswept wing for values 
of CL below about 0 .7 (fig. 4). The aerodynamic center of the unswept 
wing was about 4 percent mean aerodynamic chord ahead of the c/4 over 
most of the angle-<>f-e.ttack range; however, the wing had a stable stall 
region, a characteristic usually exhibited by low-e.spect-ratio unswept 
wings. 
The experimental value of CLu of 0.055 measured for M = 0 .19 
is in excellent agreement with the value of 0.055 computed by the 
empirical method rec ommended in reference 5 but is lower than the 
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value of 0.059 computed by the theoretical method of reference 6 (using 
a value of 0.1075 for section lift-curve slope (reference 7))'0 
The lift curves for M = 0.19 and M = 0.27 indicate ~~ increase 
in CLmax with an increase in M~ch number and Reynolds number; however, 
an adverse compressibility effect at high lift coefficients, accom-
panied by a decrease in C4na.x' can be noted for H = 0.37. These 
effects correlate well with data from references 7 ~~d 8 pertaining 
to Reynolds number and Mach number effects. 
450 sweptback wing.- For the 450 sweptback wing configuration, 
C~ increased very slightly and the drag and pitchlng-moment charac-
teristics changed negligibly as Mach number and Reynolds number were 
increased (fig. 5). The pitchin~oment data for the sweptback wing 
indicate that the aerodynamic center was about 5 percent mean aero-
dynamic chord ~~ead of the cj4 at low lift coefficients; however, 
at higher lift coefficients and through the stall region the wing was 
stable. 
The experimental value of CLa obtained on the sweptback wing at 
M = 0.19 is 0.036. This value compares very well with similar values 
of CLa of 0.037 computed by the theoretical method of reference 6 
(which accounts for sweep angle) and by the empirical method recommended 
in reference 5 (which considers aspect ratio as the only variable). 
This agreement between the estimated and measured values of CLa tends 
to substantiate the point made in reference 6 that sweep angle has 
little effect on CLa for wings of low aspect ratio. 
The lift data for M = 0.37 were not obtained at lift coefficients 
high enough to observe any compressibility effect similar to that noted 
on the unswept wing configuration. However, the lift curves for M = 0.19 
and M = 0.27 show a negligible change in CLmax with increase in Mach 
number and Reynolds number, possibly indicating the onset of adverse 
compressibility effects, or little effect of Reynolds numbers of 4.5 x 106 
and 6.3 x 106 . 
Comparison of the unswept and sweptback plain-wfng configurations.-
Comparison of the plain-wing aerodynamic data for the unswept and swept-
back configurations shows that the results vary with aspect rat io and 
sweep angle as would be predicted by theory. The value of CLa. was 
higher for the unswept configuration, primarily because of the higher 
aspect ratio of the unswept wing (reference 6). A larger value of CLmax 
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was obtained on the sweptback configuration than on the unswept configu-
ration, an effect which has been found previously in other investi-
gations (for example, reference 9) . 
Drag coefficients of the sweptback wing were generally larger than 
those of the unswept wing, especially at large lift coefficients. Cal-
culations indicate that this is acc ounted for mostly by the lower aspect 
ratio and the consequent larger values of induced drag of the sweptback 
wing. The maximum lift-drag ratio (which occurred at CL ~ 0.2) was 
about 16 and 12 for the unswept and sweptback wing configurations, 
respectively. 
The aerodynamic center was ahead of the cf4 approximately the 
same amount in percent mean aerodynamic chord at zero lift coefficient 
for both wing configurations. Both wing configurations exhibited stable 
stall characteristics; however, the unswept wing had a more nearly 
linear variation of em with ~. 
Lateral Control Characteristics 
The rolling-mnment and yawing~oment coefficients obtained for 
several extensions and deflections of the various plan forms of exten-
sible wing-tip ailerons on the unswept wing configuration are shown in 
figure s 6 t o 11, and similar data obtained on the sweptback wing 
configuration are shown in figures 12 to 17. As previously discussed 
under the section entitled "Corrections," the rolling-moment and yawing-
moment data presented in these figures are uncorrected for reflection-
plane effects. 
Un swept wing configuration.- The rolling~oment coefficients 
generally increased with increase in ~ for all aileron deflections 
and extensions on the unswept wing configuration. 
The rolling-moment data indicate a reversal of direction of roll 
at some negative angles of attack, a highly undesirable condition for 
inverted flight and some maneuvers. Utiliz ing greater aileron deflec-
tions than those used in this investigation would probably relieve the 
undesirable condition s omewhat since reversal of rolling moment occurs 
at larger negative angles of attack with increased aileron deflections. 
Deflecting the large-chord and triangular ailerons caused fairly 
linear increases in rolling moment for the deflection range tested 
(figa. 6 and 8). For the short-chord aileron, no appreCiable increase 
in rolling moment was gained by deflecting the aileron beyond 40 at 
positive angles of attack, probably because of early separation over 
the aileron whic~ was accentuated with increased deflection. However, 
the rolling moment produced by the short-chord aileron continued to 
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increase with increasing a even at the large aileron deflections, 
probably because as the wing continued to load up, mutual . interference 
between the wing and the aileron (induction effects) tended to increase 
further the loading on the wing. 
Except at some negative values of a, an increase of aileron 
extension at constant aileron deflection caused an increase in rolling 
moment for all angles of attack and for all aileron configurations 
(figs. 7, 9, and 11). 
Several tests performed with the fully extended short-chord aileron 
moved forward on the wing so the aileron midchord would coincide with 
the 0.267c line of the unswept wing showed that the aileron produced 
approximately the same lateral control characteristics on the wing as 
when in the normal position investigated (figo 10). 
The short-chord aileron-wing configuration reported herein was 
geometrically comparable to the extensible wing-tip aileron described 
in reference 10, but comparison between the results of the t~o invest i -
gations was available for only a = 00 • Although larger values of C7, 
were obtained for various aileron extensions in the present case, both 
investigations showed the same general variation of rolling moment with 
aileron extension: 
Comparing the three ailerons of this investigation on the basis 
of equal values of Sa/S, it can be noted that for similar aileron 
deflections each of the ailerons on the unswept wing configuration 
generally produced about the same amount of rolling moment, except 
at high angles of attack where the short-chord aileron did not produce 
rolling moments as great as those produced by the large-chord or tri-
angular ailerons (figs. 7, 9, and 11). 
The yawing moments produced by each of the aileron configurations 
were generally adverse over the entire a range and became more adverse 
with increase in 0 , aileron deflection, and/or aileron extension. The 
adveTse Cn/C7, ratio was large for all aileron configurations at large 
aP_gles of attack, but was largest for the short-chord aileron, being 
larger than 0 .25. 
450 sweptback wing.- As was the case of the unswept wing, the 
rolling moments produced by the various ailerons on the 450 swept wing 
generally increased with increase in a (figs. 12 to 17). The r olling-
moment data show a reversal of roll direction at some negative angles 
of attack, as did the aileron on the unswept wing . 
Deflecting each of the ailerons effected fairly linear increases 
in rolling moments at all positive angles of attack for the aileron-
deflection range investigated (figs. 12, 14, and 16). Unit deflection 
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of the short-chord aileron ~roduced larger incremental roll at low 
angles of attack than at high angles of attack (fig. 16). This 
phenomenon concerning the short-chord aileron was also noted on the 
unswe~t wing configuration and was attributed earlier in the ~a~er to 
se~aration of flow over the aileron. 
Exce~t at some negative values of ~,an increase of aileron 
extension at constant deflection for each aileron ~lan form caused an 
increase in rolling moment for all angles of attack (figs. 13, 15 , 
a!'1.d 1 7) • 
On the basis of equal values of Sa/S and at the same deflection, 
the short-chord aileron ~roduced rolling moments over the entire ~ 
range comparable to the rolling moments produced by the large-chord 
and triangular ailerons (figs. 13, 15, and 17). 
Adverse yawing moments were produced by the ailerons for all 
positive angles of attack, generally becoming more severe with 
increased ~ (figs. 12 to 17) . Yawing moments also became more adverse 
wi th an increase of aileron deflection or extension. The adverss Cn/Cl 
ratio amounted to as much as 0 . 6 for some aileron configurations at 
large angles of attack near CLmax . 
Comparison of the unswept and sweptback wing configurations.-
Comparison of the lateral-control data for the unswept and s·weptba ck 
wing configurations shows that the rolling moments produced by each 
of the ailerons generally exhibited similar variations with change i n 
angle of attack, aileron extension, and/or aileron deflection. 
For any given value of CL the triangular aileron on the unswe~t 
wing configuration generally produced greater rolling moments than t he 
corresponding triangular aileron on the sweptback configuration, wneraas 
the large-chord and short-chord ailerons on the unswept wing config~­
ration generally produced smaller rolling moments than the correspondi ng 
ailerons o~ the sweptback configurations. However, because the damping-
i n-roll coefficient Clp is smaller for the sweptback wing than for the 
unswept wing (primarily because of the amaller aspect ratio of the 
sNe~tback wing (reference ~} . )) , the values of the wing-tip helix 
angle pb/2V produced by eac!, f)f the ailerons on the sweptback wing 
configuration were considerably greater than the values of pb/2V 
pr oduced by the res~ective ailerons on the unswept wing configurat i on. 
In order to compare t~e rolling effectiveness of the vari ous 
ailerons, the variation of wing- tip helix angle pb/2V wi th lift 
c oefficient, estimated for the unswept and sweptback wing configurat ions, 
i s given in figures 18 and 19, res~ectively. Values of the dam~in -in-
r oll coefficient Cl used in computing pb/2V were 0 . 27 and 0 .13 f or p 
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the unswept and sweptback wing configurations, respectively, and were 
obtained from reference 11. These values of Cl pertain to low-speed 
data for the wing alone and do not account for die increase in aspect 
ratio resulting from extending the aileron. All v~ues of pb/2V are 
probably high since rolling due to sideslip, yawing, and wing twist were 
neglected. 
Except for the short-{:hord aileron on the unewept wing, for which 
the values of pb/2V are low over the entire CL range, aileron 
effectiveness available at moderate and large lift coefficients with 
each of the ailerons investigated on both wing configurations (figs. 18 
and 19) would easily satisfy requirements of reference 12. However, at 
small lift coefficients, -aileron effectiveness appears to be inadequate 
for application to an airplane. It is thought that the extensible 
ailerons may be sufficiently effective for some types of missiles. 
Adverse yawing moments produced by the ailerons on the unswept and 
sweptback configurations generally varied in the same manner with 
changes in angle of attack, aileron deflection, and/or aileron extension, 
but yawing moments were generally larger for the sweptback configurations. 
These yawing moments were comparable to those produced by conventional 
flap-type ailerons. 
The rudder deflection required in a roll to correct f or adverse 
yawing mo~ents due to aileron extension and yawing moments due to 
rolling was computed for an assumed airplane utilizing the 450 swept-
back wing with triangular tip ailerons. The vertical tail of the 
assumed airplane had 45 0 of sweepback, an aspect ratio of 1.0, an area 
of 0.15 of the wing area, a rudder chord of 0.25 of the vertical-tail 
chord, and a tail length of 2.50. For sweptback wings, yawing moments 
due to roll en are adverse at low lift coefficients and favorable p 
(Cn same sign as Cl) at high lift coefficients (reference 13). 
For ~~ = 0.15 and CL = 0.5 (fig. 19(b), 1/2 aileron extension) and 
Cnp = -0.04 (reference 13), a rudder deflection of less than 100 would 
maintain a coordinated roll. At high lift coefficients rudder deflec-
tions would be small since the adverse yawing moments due to aileron 
extension are counteracted by the favorable yawing moments due to roll. 
CONCLUSIONS 
A low-apeed wind-tunnel investigation, made to determine the 
lateral control characteristics of extensible wing-tip ailerons on an 
untapered semispan wing at 00 and 450 sweepback, led to the following 
conclusions: 
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1. Sufficient aileron effectiveness was generally obtained at 
moderate and high lift coefficients with the extensible ailerons 
i nvestigated. However, the control effectiveness at low lift coef-
f icients appears to be inadequate for sati sfactory applicat i on to an 
a i r plane. It is thought that the extensible a i lerons :may be suffi-
ciently effective for some types of missiles. 
2 . Yawing moments produced by the extensi ble ailerons investigated 
were comparable to those produced by conventional flap-type ailerons. 
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Figure 1.- Schematic drawing of the unswept configuration of the untapered semispan-wing model and the 
ext ensible wing-tip ailerons. Wing area = 19.16 square feet; aspect ratio = 3.13. (All dimensions 
a r e in inches unless otherwise noted.) 
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(a) Large-chord extensible aileron on wing. (c) Short-chord extensible aileron on wing. 
Figure 2.- Schematic drawing of the 45 0 swept'back configuration of the untapered semdspan-wing model 
and the extensible wing-tip ailerons. Wing area = 19.32 square feet; aspect ratio = 1.59. (All 
dimensions are in in~hes unless otherwise noted.) 
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Figure 3.- The fully extended large-chord aileron attached to the unswept, untapered semispan wing 
configuration mounted in the Langley 300 MPH 7- by 10-foot tunnel. 
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Figure 9.- Lateral control characteristics of Ullswept wing with 
triangular wing-tip aileron at various extensions. 
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Figure 10.- Lateral control characteristics 'of unewept wing with small-
chord wing-tip aileron at variouB deflectionB, fully extended. 
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Figure 11.- Lateral control characteristics of unswept wing with short-
chord wing-tip aileron at various extensions. 
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Figure 12.- Lateral control characteristics of 450 sweptback wing with 
large-chord wing-tip aileron at various def l ect ions, f ully ext ended. 
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Figure 13.- Lateral control characteristics of 45° swept back wing with 
large-chord wing-tip aileron at various extensions. Da ; 4°. 
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Figure 14.- Lateral control characteristics of 450 sveptback wing with 
triangular wing-tip aileron at variOUB deflections, fully extended. 
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Figure 18.- Variation of wing- tip helix angle with lift coefficient for the unswept wing configuration 
with extensible wing-tip ailerons. ca = 4°. 
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Figure 19.- Variation of wing-tip helix angle with lift coefficient for the 450 aweptback wing with 
extensible wing-tip ailerons. 0a = 4°. 
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